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Briefing Memo: Replace the B&O Tax with a Margins Tax 
Draft v. 5-20-22 

 

Background: 

Washington’s primary business tax, the business and occupation (B&O) tax, is levied on the gross receipts of a business’ Washington-based business 

activity. The B&O includes a flat rate structure with different rates by activity. 

 

For B&O tax purposes, Washington apportions a business’ Washington-based business activity to Washington state. The formula for apportionment is 

the business’ Washington gross receipts divided by that business’ worldwide gross receipts for the taxing period. This makes Washington’s 

apportionment method substantially similar to the single-factor sales apportionment method used by many states. 

 

A business must register to report B&O tax if the business meets any of the following thresholds in the current or prior year: 

• Has more than $100,000 in combined gross receipts sourced or attributed to Washington. 

• Has physical presence nexus in Washington. 

• Is organized or commercially domiciled in Washington. 

 

These thresholds apply to all Washington income, including retailing, wholesaling, service activities, and other apportionable activities. 

The B&O tax includes approximately 200 tax preferences in the form of credits, deductions, exclusions, exemptions, and preferential rates. 

• Approximately 30 preferential rates are allowed, many are targeted at the agricultural and food industries.  

• Approximately 170 deductions, credits, exemptions, and other preferences are available. These are targeted at manufacturing, economic 

development, financial and professional services, transportation, healthcare and social services, and various other industries or activities. 

 

The B&O tax also includes several surcharges on certain industries and activities, including the Workforce Education Surcharge. A surcharge applies to 

the amount of tax payable or to a business’ gross receipts under a particular tax or business activity classification. 

 

While most businesses with activity in Washington are subject to the B&O tax, some businesses are instead subject to the public utility tax. The public 

utility tax is a tax on public service businesses, including businesses that engage in transportation, the supply of energy, natural gas, and water. The tax is 

in lieu of the B&O tax, meaning that businesses would pay one or the other but not both taxes on the same activity. 
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Each legal entity must register and report taxes separately from other affiliated entities within or affiliated with the same business. This stands in 

contrast with reporting at the federal level that is done on a consolidated basis, where all affiliated entities are reported on one return as a part of a 

consolidated corporate entity. 

 

What is a Margins Tax? 

With a margins tax, businesses are taxed on their margins, which are generally calculated as their gross receipts minus the greater of the following: 

• Cost of goods sold (COGS), 

• Compensation paid, 

• A fixed percentage of gross receipts, or 

• A flat amount (e.g., $1 million). 

 

The table below provides a snapshot of similar taxes that currently exist in other states. 

Categories Texas 

Franchise Tax 

Oregon 

Corporate Activities Tax 

Nevada 

Commerce Tax 

Filing is consolidated or 

single entity? 

Consolidated Consolidated Single entity 

Conforms with federal 

tax definitions? 

No Yes No 

Apportionment is 

activity-based or 

revenue-based? 

Hybrid Activity based Revenue based 

Filing threshold $1 million $1 million $4 million 

Deductions  • 30% of total revenue; or 

• $1 million; or 

• COGS; or 

• Compensation. 

• 35% of the greater of labor costs or 

cost of good sold. 

• $4 million standard deduction. 

• A business that pays both the 

Commerce Tax and the Modified 

Business Tax (payroll tax) is eligible 

for a 50% credit of the Commerce Tax 

paid. 
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Concept modeled in 2020:  

The concept of replacing the B&O tax with a margins tax is modeled after the Texas Franchise tax and includes the deductions shown in the table above. 

The model assumed that a Washington margins tax would do the following: 

• Move to consolidating filing; 

• Use the federal definitions of COGS and wages; 

• Adopt a single-factor sales apportionment method; and 

• Maintain Washington’s current nexus standards. 

 

The modeling did not generally include the types of businesses subject to the public utility tax. 

 

What we need from you: 

The table below includes items we need a decision on for proposal development. 

Decision Options Considerations/Recommendation DOR Default TSWG Guidance 

How will businesses 

report? 

 

Decision needed in 

May 

• Separate entity, or 

• Consolidated 

corporate entity. 

 

 

• Consolidated filing is done at the federal level for 

income taxes, and in Oregon and Texas for business 

taxes. 

• Other Washington excise taxes, such as the sales tax, 

are filed on a separate entity basis. 

• With separate entity filing, transactions between 

affiliated companies may be taxed; however, with 

consolidated filing those transactions will not be 

taxed. 

• Consolidated filing would require a separate tax 

return. 

DOR Recommends separate entity reporting 

Separate Entity  
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Decision Options Considerations/Recommendation DOR Default TSWG Guidance 

Nexus standards? 

 

Decision needed in 

May 

• Current physical 

presence and 

economic nexus 

standards, or 

• New standards. 

 

 

Maintaining the current nexus standards offers the 

following advantages: 

• Reduces the risk of litigation. 

• Helps Washington businesses remain competitive. 

• Recommend current nexus standards 

Current nexus 

standards 

 

How will income be 

apportioned to 

Washington? 

 

Decision needed in 

May 

• Single-factor 

sales/gross receipts, or 

• Three-factor property, 

payroll, and 

sales/gross receipts. 

• Many states have moved to a single-factor sales 

apportionment method. 

• Washington’s current apportionment method is a 

single-factor gross receipts apportionment formula. 

Recommend single-factor sales/gross receipts 

Single-factor 

sales\gross 

receipts 
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Decision Options Considerations/Recommendation DOR Default TSWG Guidance 

Rate structure?  

 

Decision needed in 

May 

• Flat,    

• Graduated, or 

• Model both. 

• There may be litigation risks if the justification for 

adopting a graduated rate structure for a gross 

receipts tax is based solely on the gross income of the 

business. 

•  Graduated rates may require a move to annual 

reporting instead of the current monthly, quarterly, 

or annual reporting based on tax liability. This may 

create a shift in revenues between fiscal years.  

No default; DOR 

can model both 

 

Rate basis? 

 

Decision needed in 

May 

• Activity,  

• Number of employees, 

or 

• Receipts. 

• States or local governments which have different 

gross receipts tax rates have justified those different 

tax rates by basing them on activity, the number of 

employees, or the number of transactions. 

• There does not appear to be any potential litigation 

risk with basing different rates on activity. 

 

Receipts  

Maintain current 

surcharges? 

 

Decision needed in 

May 

• Yes 

• No 

• Current surcharges include Workforce Education, 

Financial Institutions, and Timber/Wood Products. 

• Revenues flow into dedicated accounts. 

• If surcharges are eliminated, rates might need to rise 

to offset revenue loss to those dedicated accounts. 

• Would need to consider how/if some portion of 

revenues would flow into dedicated accounts. 

Maintain the 

surcharges 
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Decision Options Considerations/Recommendation DOR Default TSWG Guidance 

Compensate 

retailers? 

 

Decision needed by 

September 

• Yes 

• No 

• Most states provide some form of compensation to 

retailers for sales tax collection. 

• Some may see the lower retailing B&O tax rate as 

compensation here in Washington for sales tax 

collection. 

• Options could include a lower tax rate or a tax credit. 

 

No retailer 

compensation 

 

Will all current B&O 

taxpayers be subject 

to the new margins 

tax? 

 

Decision needed in 

May 

• Yes 

• No 

 

• The B&O tax encompasses all enterprise activities 

regardless of the type of entity (for-profit, non-profit, 

or municipal government). 

• Currently our modeling does not estimate revenues 

generated by all of these entities. 

 

DOR would 

assume the 

current B&O tax 

base 

 

Will the proposal 

eliminate 

preferential rates? 

 

Decision needed in 

May 

• Eliminate all, or 

• Eliminate no 

preferential rates. 

Eliminating preferential rates may allow for a lower 

overall rate structure to keep revenue neutrality. 

 

Eliminate all  
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Decision Options Considerations/Recommendation DOR Default TSWG Guidance 

Will the proposal 

eliminate current 

deductions, credits, 

exemptions, and 

other incentives? 

 

Decision needed in 

May 

• Eliminate all except 

those necessary for 

legal compliance or 

practical 

administration, or 

• Eliminate no current 

incentives. 

Eliminating all tax preferences other than those 

necessary for legal compliance or practical 

administration may allow for a lower overall rate 

structure to keep revenue neutrality. 

 

Would eliminate 

all except the 

necessary ones 

 

Will the proposal use 

the same standard 

deductions as Texas 

or introduce new 

standard 

deductions? 

 

Decision needed in 

May 

• All four deductions 

used by Texas 

• New/different 

deductions 

• Texas Margins Tax deductions: A fixed percentage of 

gross receipts, a flat amount, cost of goods sold 

(COGS), or wages. 

• There is no reliable data for modeling and enforcing a 

COGS or wages deduction. 

• If COGS is allowed and follows federal definition, very 

broad and hard to verify. 

• If COGS or wages are allowed and do not follow 

federal definitions, taxpayers would have to keep two 

sets of books – federal and state. 

• Could use a combination of fixed percentage and flat 

amount. 

 

DOR would 

assume the Texas 

Margins  

Standard 

Deductions 
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Decision Options Considerations/Recommendation DOR Default TSWG Guidance 

Will the proposal be 

limited to the B&O 

tax? 

 

Decision needed in 

May 

• Replace B&O tax only, 

or 

• Replace both B&O and 

public utility tax. 

• Texas does not impose the Franchise Tax on utilities. 

These entities are subject to a separate Public 

Utilities Gross Receipts Assessment. 

• Modeling for the margins tax does not include the 

activities that are currently included within the public 

utility tax. 

 

Replace just the 

B&O tax 

 

 


